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Thank You
By Sadie Hess, Founder & CEO

How do you say thank you in the middle of
a pandemic? So many of you have been

stretched so thin, feeling practically translucent.

advocating in the hospital and in skilled nursing
facilities.

Many have worked extra hours, extra shifts with

They say hot water can make a potato soft or an

fourteen days, twenty-four hours a day with a cli-

the individual. I am happy to say the hot water

extra stress. Some have been quarantined up to
ent who had Covid19. How do you show appre-

ciation to your people who have showed up and
risked their own personal health when others

stayed home? How do you say, “well done” to

your weary group who are fatigued, and yet still
needed to “keep on keeping on”?

egg hard—the point is not the environments, but
of a pandemic has done both to those who are
willing in our organization. I see our dreadful

circumstances making hearts softer, more pas-

sionate and more convinced of our mission. But
I also see how the events have made us more
resilient, more prepared, and hard as a rock!

We, as a family of caregivers, have experienced

As we head into Caregiver Appreciation month,

in unbearable and unbelievable doses. And

just put a picture up on social media or give

loss, trauma, weariness, grief, and uncertainty

yet. You continue to show up, but beyond show
up--you continue to live our values and make

dreams come true. Your fortitude, resiliency and
compassion are nothing short of miraculous.

I hear the stories and marvel. We have staff, in

the middle of a freakin pandemic, still making

dreams come true-- still taking clients on retreats
and trips. We have people who are making up

day programs when clients can’t go and coming
up with creative solutions to keep clients active.

We have individuals who have gone after a new
client goal with vision and ingenuity. We have
persons who refuse to give up on our clients,

it seems a bit trite to just say “thank you” or

a small gift (not that we shouldn’t do all those

things and will)! But I wish I could look you in

the eyes. I wish I could sit down and hear sto-

ries and share the tears. I wish I could applaud

each of you who not only showed up but made
a difference. Thanks to each of you who were

immersed in the hot water and let compassion

and passion be what came out. May you feel the
deep admiration and appreciation not only from
me, but from the whole organization, and from
the client’s you serve. What you do matters.
Every. Day.
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By Mike Doan, SLS Supervisor

A tribute to frontline workers; names
have been changed for confidentiality.

It seemed however, that fate may have been averse

It was three in the morning and there was a gentle

strictions, causing any plans to travel to be put on

that he had been dreaming of for so long; it had

the dilemma of paperwork and bureaucracy, he

himself out of bed, the knowledge that by the day’s

nearly lost his job. To add to this, Nick was diag-

and tears he had invested into the last year, moti-

Things were not looking great for Nick.

to Nick’s dream. During the course of the prior year
Nick and his roommate battled not only Covid re-

knock at Nick’s apartment door. Today was the day

ice, but they both also contracted Covid. Through

finally arrived. Bleary eyed and struggling to pull

lost his social security and health care to. He also

end, he would be appreciating all the hard work

nosed with type 2 diabetes, and he lost his mother.

vated him to push through one more time.

Nick had a secret weapon though. Nick was not

Nick, a young man with a disability, lived in an

only a determined young man who possessed an

worked a janitorial job on a crew that maintained

people that provided him the support he needed

saving every spare nickel to go on his dream vaca-

determined and endowed with grit, partnered

Hawaii. Walking on the white sand, stepping into

battled through these obstacles, facing each of

and making new friends. It was all a part of his

and commitment, Nick was able to keep his job

apartment shared with his roommate. He faithfully

immense amount of grit, he also had a team of

a local rest area. Nick was enjoying his life and was

to meet his day-to-day needs. His team, equally

tion. For several years, Nick had dreamt of flying to

together with Nick. They combined forces and

the great Pacific Ocean, travelling with his peers,

them one at a time. Through pure determination

dream.

and had carefully saved enough money to pay for
his trip.

The time had come to hit the road and make the

option that would still get Nick to Honolulu in time

his support team, made sure that everything on his

be via Seattle and would involve a six-hour layover

two-hour trek to the airport. Nick and Xochitl, one of
checklist was in his bag and loaded into the car. They
did not want to be late for the flight and cause Nick
to miss this golden opportunity. During the long

drive, Nick and Xochitl reviewed the plan for Nick to

transfer between his carefully choreographed flights.
The airline staff would escort him gate to gate, so

that he would not have to wait in the airport alone
and risk getting lost. His travel team would meet

him at the gate of his destination in Honolulu. Then
nothing but sheer bliss for a week until his return
flight home.

Arriving to the check in counter, with time to spare,

they received bombshell news. The flight that would

to meet his team. The problem was, the flight would
in an unfamiliar airport. This was a completely different plan to that which Nick and his team had been
rehearsing almost daily for the last several weeks.

To add to the already heightened anxiety, the airline
stated that they could not provide support throughout the layover time in between flights. Nick would

be required to sit unattended for half a day. With no

support staff to assist him, Nick could easily get confused and become lost. Nick’s team was scared that
they would never see Nick again should they follow
through with this option.

Xochitl interrupted the three-way conversation and
told her back up team that she had an idea.

take Nick on the first leg of his journey had been

The team waited on a ledge for what seemed

options to find a flight that would link Nick up with

dream? They had each wrestled valiantly in the face

cancelled. The airline representative scoured for

his connecting flight. There were options that in-

cluded multiple flight transfers in numerous airports.
Though it looked like there was nothing available

that would get Nick to Honolulu in time to connect
with his team. Nick and his staff

like hours. Poor Nick, would this be the end of his
of so many obstacles to get this far. Surely there
must be a way to navigate around yet another,

yet seemingly insurmountable, challenge like this.

Xochitl called her back up team and, with a sense of
eagerness in her voice, she

stood and watched as Nick’s

shared the news. She had

dream was falling in slow motion

been able to advocate for

before his eyes; like a vase that

Nick’s support needs with the

has been bumped off a shelf.

airline and they had agreed

How would they be able to catch

to waive the fee and allow her

it and keep it from shattering?

to fly with Nick on the first leg
of his flight. They would then

Frantically Xochitl called for back

also fly her back to the origi-

up help; what should they do

nating airport. This meant that

now? Could they drive Nick to
an alternative airport? Would

she could accompany Nick
during his layover, and en-

that even get them there in time to catch an alter-

sure he transitioned safely from gate to gate. Like a

loss and drive home in defeat, taking with them the

had saved Nick’s dream from shattering like a fallen

native flight? Should they just acknowledge the

fragments of Nick’s broken dream? Xochitl was still
on the phone with her team when the airline representative interjected. She had found a possible

pro-volleyball champ diving to save the ball, Xochitl
vase. Nick was able to join his team in Honolulu and
live his dream.

A pandemic, fires, power shut offs, evacuations, death, and heartache. This past year has been
tough. It has been like a ship at sea hitting the waves only to watch pieces lost at sea forever. We
lost our friends, our family, our way of life. We are tired, worn out, beaten down, and wounded.
Every step we take we slide three steps back. We can’t seem to get ahead. Do you feel like that? I
think we all do.
How do we deal with the never-ending stress that surrounds us when we don’t control these natural disasters? How do we heal when we keep getting new wounds? We look to those that have
been here and we learn from them. We adjust our lens to look for strength and stop looking for
one more thing to put us over the edge. For me, that is the words of Maya Angelou. A woman of
courage, resolve, and incredible wisdom. Loss is incredibly difficult. “Grief is love’s souvenir. It’s
our proof that we once loved. Grief is the receipt we wave in the air that says to the world: Look!
Love was once mine. I love well. Here is my proof that I paid the price.” – Glennon Doyle
Loss isn’t just losing a person. It can be losing a routine that made you feel safe, or hobbies that
sparked joy for you like dance. If you have experienced loss this season, lean into it. Feel it. Understand that it is an honor to have loved something or someone that deeply that you felt pain when
it was gone. But don’t let that pain paralyze you. Maya Angelou spoke beautifully about how Love
Liberates. Her words have helped me to move on from my own seasons of loss. Find her speaking
on YouTube. Close your eyes when you listen and breathe in the essence of her words. Let your
heart heal a little more in that moment.

Still,
We Rise
By Cassandra Sales, ILS Supervisor

In moments of crisis, we all don our superhero capes and get it done. It’s why we excel in this field.
Someone wise, or maybe it was just Vanilla Ice, said “If you got a problem, yo I’ll solve it.” Compass
has a lot of theme songs, but that very much could be a contender for the top slot. It’s what we do
best. I recently had this conversation with Danny Silk because I, too, spend my days donning a superhero cape. He told me to think of our lives like a car. We put the valuable things in the front with
us. And, the things that can wait, we put in the trunk, like groceries. Well, we keep putting valuable
things like our clients, our families, the needs around us in the front, and then we forget about the
groceries in the trunk. The groceries are OUR needs like rest, vacations, quality time, going after
our dreams, setting boundaries, and learning to say no. What happens when you ignore the groceries for too long? They start to stink.
We have ignored OUR needs for too long and now they are starting to get our attention in other
ways. Maybe you snap too quick at your kids. Maybe its that you can’t seem to find joy. Whatever
what it is manifesting in your life, it’s time for you to deal with your groceries. Reach out. Find support. Get a therapist. Take a friend to coffee. Find someone who will walk alongside you at your
worst to earn your best. Go to the gym. Drink water instead of just coffee. Despite all the adversity
around us, there is still so much we control. We control how WE show up. Even after the fire, we can
rise. Like a Phoenix from Ashes, as Maya Angelou once said, Still I Rise. Friends, it’s time to rise. You
hold the power to make your life beautiful again. Even in the midst of tribulations, STILL WE RISE.

STAFF FEATURE

Meet Ana

By Christ ine Cuello, SLS Supervisor

During the past 6 years, Ana has dedicated her com-

Ana hum-

plete time and attention to caring and serving. Ana

bly walks

came to us with her client Tom in 2015. She has gone

beside

above and beyond to cater to the needs of others

her clients

through those years, and to no surprise she surpassed

providing

that dedication again during Covid. During this past

encour-

year, she has chosen to spend every single day caring

agement

for Tom, putting his needs before hers. Ana’s heart is tru-

to accomplish dreams and goals. If you need a cheer-

ly radiant. Ana starts each day with Faith, reminding her

leader, you can count Ana in. With Ana’s faith, prayers,

client of the endless possibilities if he just believes in

and encouragement, Tom has been able to accomplish

making each day better than the last. One trait Ana has

some of the most difficult goals. One of those being to

that I find most admirable is her ability to twist a chal-

quit smoking. Ana is a valued presence on the Compass

lenge into a positive. She can always see the bright side

team, and I am truly thankful for every “blessed day” she

and chooses to make the best out of every situation.

spends with us.

Meet Adeola
By Emily Simino, Case Facili tator

Adeola has worked with Compass for two years now and

has proven herself to be an indispensable asset to the East
Bay team! Adeola works with our most medically fragile

client, whose care team requires an increased level of training and a very particular set of skills. Adeola’s background

in healthcare helped to prepare her for this position and allowed her to adapt to the job duties excep-

tionally fast. Adeola has since promoted to the LG3 in the home and has been doing an amazing job with
her new role! The infectious positive energy Adeola brings to the team is something much appreciated
by not only her coworkers, but her client as well. Adeola and her client have developed a very special
bond and the happiness that surrounds them when they are together is truly something remarkable.
In recent months, we have been extremely understaffed and Adeola has been extraordinarily

helpful in making sure that her client is staffed each evening, often times offering to cover before she

is even asked to do so. Even in challenging seasons, Adeola remains optimistic, empathetic, and kind.

She is truly an amazing caregiver, and an even better person. I feel incredibly grateful for the privilege of
having her on my team!

STAFF FEATURE

Meet Erica
By Dylan Mumford, SLS Supervisor
I am a new supervisor in Butte

heart and

county and as you can imagine, that

her “why” is

comes with a bit of a learning curve.

moving. It is

New staff to connect with, new

evident that

clients to do life with and all the

her magic

nuances in between. I quickly found

comes from

myself looking for someone to

a place of

lean into, and show me the ropes.

love. She

That’s when Erica B. happened. I

genuinely cares deeply about her clients and wants

think it’s important that we all have magic people in our

to be here to make a difference in their lives. A recent

lives and Erica is nothing short of magic. From cover-

example of this is she has a client who LOVES lights but

ing shifts, to finding creative solutions, to navigating

wearing a mask at the doctors office is not important

challenging behaviors and conversations, she can do it

to him and can trigger behaviors. Erica had the bril-

all with grace and is someone Compass can count on.

liant idea to get a mask that lights up and he wore it!

But what I admire most about Erica and am learning

So thank you Erica. Don’t stop being you, don’t stop

from her is her ability to be brave and vulnerable. I look

thinking what more is possible, and I won’t let you stop

up to her transparency and listening to her share her

being my magic person.

Meet Krist ienelle
By Adrian Salas, Case Facili tator

Kristienelle is someone who understands what it means to showcase empathy and excellence in everything she does. Kristienelle really cares about
her clients and the work that she is doing. She knows that this is more than
a job, and that she is assisting her clients grow in their independence while having fun! I’m also so impressed at
how much her clients care about her and enjoy the work that she does with them.
Kristienelle’s superpower is to make any situation into a fun event! She is creative and easy going, and this allows
her clients to open up and enjoy the time they have together. She has done everything from helping her clients in
planting a new garden, taking them out bowling, and even getting their nails done together!
Kristienelle advocates for her clients in a positive and powerful way. I know that when she is presenting an idea for
a necessary change, she has taken the clients needs and wants into consideration. I trust her fully, and really enjoy
getting to know her better. I appreciate her so much as a life guide, and I hope that she continues to be a powerful force of fun and compassion.

STAFF FEATURE

Meet Ana S.
By Ali Curran, Regional Manager

I am so excited for the opportunity to put a well-deserved spotlight on life guide Ana Scholz! I have only
had Ana on my caseload since June, but WOW how she
has impressed me. There is a saying, “many hands make
for light work.” I believe Ana may be an octopus! Ana
sees what needs to be done and does it. She is an amazing advocate for her client. It is no secret the squeaky
wheel gets the grease; Ana has taken this in stride! In
the last few months her client has received so many
much-needed resources- speech, occupational, and
physical therapy to name a few. She has fought long
and hard to get the CENTURIES old carpet replaced
in her client’s apartment- literally 70’s deep shag… not
wheelchair friendly! But that was not enough- when
management gave an unreasonable timeline to complete the project, including huge burdens, Ana again
rallied the troops to fight back, reducing the timeline
from 2 weeks to 3-4 days! I could go on and on… so I
will. Ana is a model staff emulating all Compass values beautifully, if I had to pick one- it would be honor,

Meet Krista

Ana always meets and exceeds her commitments,
values her client deeply and empowers them to flourish.
If I could give her a superpower, it would be cloning,
because I would like MANY more of her. The stability
she brings to her client is incredibly reassuring. I always
look forward to our home visits to see what projects
they are up to- little gardens, spa/nail days, or a virtual
visit to the Monterey Bay aquarium. Ana has made great
impression on her client, their family, regional center, as
well as me, by the positive impact she has made on her
client’s life and her own reputation. We are so incredibly
lucky to have Ana on the Compass team, I cannot wait
to see what the future holds!

By Courtney Ferrington, SLS Supervisor

I would like to take the time to appreciate Krista. She has been with Compass since 2018 as a Life Guide 3. Krista has a heart like no other. She
always goes the extra mile for everyone here at Compass. Some examples
of that “extra mile” are things like accepting shifts in ALL regions, helping
organize appointments, fixing scheduling emergencies, as well as coming
up with uber creative medication solutions while talking to pharmacists.
Who can tell a pharmacist how to do their job? Krista CAN! She is a hard
worker and very dedicated, but always finds the time to text me to let me
know just how much she values her Case Facilitator. She has an awesome
sense of humor and is always down for a good laugh. I am grateful to have
such an assiduous team member who will give her all to make sure that everyone she surrounds herself with is
very well taken care of. Whether that be her clients, team, Case Facilitator, and/or her supervisor.

STAFF FEATURE

Meet Sam & Glenn
By Dan Brewer, Case Facili tator

The first client I ever worked for

Glenn was, he said that

and got to know was Mr. Glenn.

‘working with Glenn is

Glenn is truly a unique individual,

his favorite part of work-

especially in the way he com-

ing with Glenn.’ What

municates. Glenn has learned to

does he mean by this?

speak about 100 words or so, of-

Well, like Glenn, Sam

ten implementing his own mean-

has learned through the

ing behind those words. Glenn teaches and uses his

years to also commu-

words so that we can identify his thoughts and needs

nicate through words

in a way in which we are familiar. This is just for our

to best get his point

sake as Glenn’s ideal form of communication would

across. But also like Glenn, Sam’s first choice of com-

not be words alone but rather though music, through

munication would be self-expression though music.

song. Understanding the power of the songs he sings,

When Glenn and Sam are together, they spend the

when he sings them, and the energy and tone behind

day like two musicians riffing a jazz masterpiece. They

them is the real way Glenn desires to express his true

move to the same beat, get accustomed to each oth-

self. Glenn communicates through the universal lan-

er’s desired rhythm, and feel true joy in the music they

guage of music, and there is no one I know that has a

create together. And when they play, they are not only

better understanding of this than Sam Levy-Wendt.

having a blast but are also expressing pure thoughts

Sam has been working with and has been an instru-

and feelings, truly understanding each other, and

mental part of Glenn’s life since July of 2017. Sam has

feeling that love and camaraderie of true friendship.

built quite the drum set for Glenn, and they both love

Sam allows for Glenn to be his true self, and Glenn

that quality time rocking out together for hours. Often,

motivates Sam to be his best self.

Sam will get some of Glenn’s friends together though

Sam, you are an inspiration to me and to everyone

zoom so that that all can rock and sing together. When

who sees you jamming with Glenn. I am so grateful

I asked Sam what his favorite part of working with

that you have chosen Glenn to be a part of your life.

Meet Marcie
By Robin Bucks, Case Facili tator

I choose Marcie because she lives and breathes for her clients. I often hear
from every client when can they next see her? Her dedication and care in
every action are the embodiment of what a caregiver is and what Compass
is all about. Marcie takes her clients under her wings and lets them live the
best possible life. Thank you so much.

Rockstars

We were overwhelmed when over 50 of you nominated your peers for caregiver appreciat ion. If you have not checked out our Facebook page, you will want to scroll
through and see every nominee. What you see here is just a small port ion of the
nominees. It was so fun hearing what your teammates mean to you! We love our
communi ty.

Meet Sherrie
By Jeni Cheffey, ILS Manager

When thinking of the ideal team player, I think of Sherrie
Christy. Sherrie is kind, compassionate and just the right
amount of spice to handle any situation that comes her
way. On average, ILS coaches manage a caseload of
8-10 clients. Well, during this season, Sherrie has been
a complete rockstar in managing over 20 clients to ensure that everyone in Siskiyou feels supported. No matter what words I try to put together it will never be adequate for the true appreciation
that I have for Sherrie and all of her hard work. She encourages clients to dream, believe and think
outside the box. She is a wealth of knowledge and has a solution for every problem. She is well
known in our community for her giving heart and services within Siskiyou. Something that I love
about Sherrie is that she is always authentically herself. She shows up, makes her coaching sessions fun, and leaves clients dreaming about what more is possible. She is a staple for ILS and truly
makes our world a better place. Sherrie, thank you so much for the endless coaching hours, genuine deep belly laughs and SherBear hugs when we need them the most! COMPASS is so lucky to

STAFF FEATURE

Meet Judi th & Donna

By Cindy Garcia, Case Facili tator

I have so many outstanding staff members, however

worked patiently

being asked to choose one to appreciate came effort-

with Donna to

lessly. I have the privilege of recognizing Judith for

achieve her health

being the rock for Donna’s team. When Donna returned

goals. Throughout

home from being in a rehabilitation center for months,

all the challenges

there was serious doubt that Donna would be able to

Judith has faced

continue receiving services from Compass due to her

with Donna,

mobility and need for critical medical care. Neverthe-

she embodied

less, Judith’s leadership skills kicked into overdrive.

positivity with every new task. Whether it was walking a

Judith took initiative in helping with Donna’s recovery

few feet with her walker or standing up independently

by being consistent, patient, and positive. As Donna

from her wheelchair, Judith has made Donna feel so

was getting used to her new routine being home, a

successful. With Judith’s encouragement, Donna has

new health obstacle came up almost every other week,

lost a large sum of weight and is able to move around

but Judith never gave up. Judith stayed consistent by

a bit easier. Without doubt, Donna is on her journey

remaining strong when Donna needed her the most.

of recovery and is tremendously grateful for Judith’s

She never showed doubt to Donna which made her

care. We are also extremely thankful and proud to have

extremely trustworthy. With the many setbacks, Judith

Judith be a part of the Compass family.

Meet Leah & Ana
By Jennifer Lopez, Case Facili tator

I really want to take a moment and let these 2 ladies know just how much they make
a difference. From community building to making sure their excellence is always shining when in the field, they are there! I have felt honored to work beside them knowing
they have our clients best interests at heart.
Ana Procarione has been consistent in all she does. She embodies the Fish Philosophy
“Play”. You can bet that she has at least one weekly activity planned to make sure her client is active and out in the community having fun and enjoying life to the fullest.
Leah Wall has been a rock holding pieces together. She has demonstrated the Fish Philosophy of “Be There” in
every way possible. When I say she shows up, I mean it! Not a week goes by without her checking in asking how she
can help. These two women have been strong advocates for their clients going after what seems impossible helping their clients to be successful in SLS.
Huge thank you to them and the rest of the staff in Tehama County for carrying us through this pandemic and beyond.

STAFF FEATURE

Meet Katherine
By Jenn Mazzott i, SLS Supervisor

November is caregiver appreciation month, and I
couldn’t think of anyone else that I would want to
spotlight than Katherine Brady. She has been a wonderful addition to my team and has single handedly
turned aroud the home she works in, around! Kathy is

there to assist with doing this challenging physical task.

known for her excellent communication, generosity,

Aside from her willingness to help her team in times of

and ability to problem solve independently. A prime

need, Kathy is also known for her deep cleaning abil-

example of Kathy’s kindness is when I went over to a
client’s house to help move an old couch and replace it
with a new futon. I was planning to do this on my own,

ities, organizational skills, and meal prepping. Kathy
has been phenomenal with her client, allowing him the
freedom he needs to be as independent as possible

however Kathy knew I was going by that morning. I

but ensuring he is safe and healthy as well. Thank you,

showed up to the client’s house, knocked on the door,
and Kathy answered and said “Hi, I am here to help you
with the couches!” It was such a relief to have someone

Kathy, for being wonderful, kind and incredibly caring
to those who are lucky enough to walk alongside you.
You make Compass a great place to be.

Meet Linda
By Anna Levine-Beard, ILS Manager

We have some amazing coaches here in the South Bay. I wanted to
highlight one of them, Linda Ho. Linda has a long history of being an
educator, she taught English when she lived in Vietnam. Her bilingual skills are so appreciated as she has supported several of our
clients here who have limited English skills. She practices language
skills with her clients in many innovative ways. Linda supports clients in navigating the often-confusing health care
system and serves as a liaison for cross-cultural families. Linda has been flexible in assisting clients in taking community college PE classes to help sustain the continued physical independence of her clients. She dives right in,
literally, as she has supported a client even in taking a swimming course!
Linda is one of the most creative employees we have in this area. She often comes up with crafts for her clients that
can not only help them expand their hobbies and interests, but also support dexterity and focus, which can be part
of clients’ objectives. Linda has gone above and beyond with clients to work with them to achieve their dreams,
such as going to the zoo for the first time. Linda makes holidays fun and educational. Linda often brings food to our
parties for everyone to share. She has taught clients not only how to make American food, they have learned how
to make Vietnamese dishes as well. Her generosity is not unnoticed. We salute this community superhero!

#Everyday Compass

We just wrapped up our last retreat! We hope you had a chance to experience Carrville Inn. We are already
dreaming about what is possible for next year. Thank you to everyone who stayed committed through all the
twists and turns this retreat season. We are so proud of what we were able to accomplish together!

